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TAILOR YOUR USE OF THE C-SERIES TO YOUR UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS
Designed to meet the surveillance and security 
needs of any organization 

www.oncamgradeye.com

STORAGE ROOM (C-08 INDOOR - 8MP 360-DEGREE IP CAMERA)  

CHECKOUT COUNTER (C-12 INDOOR - 12MP 360-DEGREE IP CAMERA)   

STORE FLOOR (C-08 INDOOR - 8MP 360-DEGREE IP CAMERA)  

SIDEWALK / ENTRANCE (C-12 OUTDOOR- 12MP 
360-DEGREE IP CAMERA)   

PARKING LOT (C-12 OUTDOOR - 12MP 
180-DEGREE PANORAMIC+ )   

Complete 360-Degree overview 
Detailed coverage of smaller areas
Multi-Mode (You can simultaneously record everything 
that happens within a scene, the fisheye stream o�ers 360-degree 
coverage, while also providing a variety of specific views for ease of use)
TrueDetail HDR at 30fps
Advanced Light Management Technology. 

Detailed coverage of larger areas
Crisp views of sensitive areas
360-degree surveillance cameras improve situational awareness throughout 
an expansive and complex grid, indoors or outdoors
Up to 30fps on primary stream with 3 other streams running 
StreamLite compression technology 
Multi-Mode (Simultaneously stream up to 4 di�erent views)

Complete 360-Degree overview 
Detailed coverage of smaller areas
A single 360-degree camera can replace four to five  narrow field-of-view 
cameras, which can significantly reduce costs
Up to 30fps on primary stream with 3 other streams running 
StreamLite compression technology 
 

Detailed coverage of larger areas
360-degree video footage o�ers clearer pictures, as well as the 
ability to zoom within both live and retrospective feeds
Up to 30fps on primary stream with 3 other streams running 
StreamLite+ compression technology 
TrueDetail HDR at 30fps
Advanced Light Management Technology

Detailed coverage of larger areas (Natural ultra-wide panorama)
180-Degree Panoramic+ view (Ideal for wall mounted cameras) 
True edge-to-edge 180-degree image from a single sensor 
camera, with no blind spots, stitching, alignment or light issues
StreamLite+ compression technology 
TrueDetail HDR at 30fps
Advanced Light Management Technology

Designed for quick, simple and intuitive installation the 
C-Series boasts a range of complementary accessories to 
support a variety of installation needs, making it extremely 
versatile.

 As a ceiling mounted camera, users will experience the best in 
360-degree fisheye and based on use case, also simultaneous-
ly stream 2 and 3-way Corridor, and VCam views. When wall 
mounted, the C-Series is transformed into a 180-degree 
camera to deliver natural dewarped Panoramic+ views.

FLEXIBILITY
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